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"Wonderful...brilliantly realized...a gripping narrative."Iain Pears, New York Times bestselling author of An
Instance of the Fingerpost

At the height of World War Two, the famous writer ErnestHemingway sought permission from the U.S.
government to operate a spy ring out of his house in the Cuban countryside.This much is true...

It is the summer of '42, and FBI agent Joe Lucas has come to Cuba at the behest of J. Edgar Hoover to keep
an eye on Hemingway.The great writer has assembled a ragtag spy ring that he calls the“Crook Factory” to
play a dangerous game of amateur espionage.But then Lucas and Hemingway, against all the odds, uncovera
critical piece of intelligence--and the game turns deadly.In The Crook Factory, award-winning author Dan
Simmonsexpands a little-known fact into a tour de force of gripping historicalsuspense set in the sensual
Cuban landscape of the early 1940s.

In 1942, at the height of World War II, Ernest Hemingway sought permission form J. Edgar Hoover to
operate a spy ring out of his ranch in Cuba. This much is true...

In a beautifully realized work of fierce originality, award-winning author DAN SIMMONS expands a little-
known fact into a tour de force of historical suspense.

It is the summer of '42, and FBI agent Joe Lucas has come to Cuba at the behest of the Director to keep an
eye on Ernest Hemingway, who has recklessly decided to play spy in the Caribbean. Lucas has been
instructed to somehow gain the great writer's trust and friendship, but all the agent's cool intellect and
training has left him unprepared to withstand the human whirlwind known as "Papa."

Hemingway has assembled a spy ring that he calls the "Crook Factory"--including an American millionaire,
a twelve-year-old Cuban orphan, a Spanish jai alai champion, a priest, and a fisherman, among others--to
play a dangerous game of amateur espionage. Then, against all odds, Hemingway uncovers a critical piece of
intelligence, and the game turns deadly for himself, Lucas, and for untold innocents.

In THE CROOK FACTORY, Dan Simmons weaves an unforgettable tale of riveting suspense, peopled by
larger-than-life characters who inhabit the sensual, intoxicating Cuban landscape of the 1940s. It is a novel
of honor, passion and chilling conspiracy.

And it could very well have happened...In 1942, at the height of World War II, Ernest Hemingway sought
permission form J. Edgar Hoover to operate a spy ring out of his ranch in Cuba. This much is true...

In a beautifully realized work of fierce originality, award-winning author DAN SIMMONS expands a little-
known fact into a tour de force of historical suspense.

It is the summer of '42, and FBI agent Joe Lucas has come to Cuba at the behest of the Director to keep an
eye on Ernest Hemingway, who has recklessly decided to play spy in the Caribbean. Lucas has been
instructed to somehow gain the great writer's trust and friendship, but all the agent's cool intellect and
training has left him unprepared to withstand the human whirlwind known as "Papa."



Hemingway has assembled a spy ring that he calls the "Crook Factory"--including an American millionaire,
a twelve-year-old Cuban orphan, a Spanish jai alai champion, a priest, and a fisherman, among others--to
play a dangerous game of amateur espionage. Then, against all odds, Hemingway uncovers a critical piece of
intelligence, and the game turns deadly for himself, Lucas, and for untold innocents.

In THE CROOK FACTORY, Dan Simmons weaves an unforgettable tale of riveting suspense, peopled by
larger-than-life characters who inhabit the sensual, intoxicating Cuban landscape of the 1940s. It is a novel
of honor, passion and chilling conspiracy.

And it could very well have happened...
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From reader reviews:

Michael Battle:

The book The Crook Factory can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just
why must we leave the best thing like a book The Crook Factory? Several of you have a different opinion
about reserve. But one aim that book can give many data for us. It is absolutely correct. Right now, try to
closer together with your book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, you are able to give for each other;
you can share all of these. Book The Crook Factory has simple shape however you know: it has great and
massive function for you. You can seem the enormous world by open up and read a reserve. So it is very
wonderful.

Bobbie Burke:

Often the book The Crook Factory will bring you to the new experience of reading a book. The author style
to clarify the idea is very unique. In the event you try to find new book to learn, this book very ideal to you.
The book The Crook Factory is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the e-book through the
official web site, so you can more easily to read the book.

Julie Nealy:

The guide with title The Crook Factory contains a lot of information that you can find out it. You can get a
lot of help after read this book. This kind of book exist new know-how the information that exist in this book
represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the improvement
of the world. That book will bring you inside new era of the the positive effect. You can read the e-book on
your own smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Justin Tran:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them household
or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or even playing
video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read a new
book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent 24 hours a day to
reading a guide. The book The Crook Factory it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot of folks
that recommended this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have enough
space bringing this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book through your
smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book has high quality.
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